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Abstract
Obtaining a quality education is the foundation to improving people’s lives. The inclusive education system provides
learning opportunities for children with special needs together with normal children, so that they can adapt to daily life.
Geospatial Information Agency of Indonesia, is a non-ministerial government institution with authority in the field of
geospatial information, has created a tactile map for supporting to achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s),
especially goal 4: quality education. Generally, geospatial information was used by normal people who can read maps
and atlases directly, but how about people with visual impairment? They have the same right to obtain information,
knowledge and education related to geospatial information. The Indonesian Tactile map is a map that created on a plastic
“tacon“ sheet, which is used to present spatial information, in an embossed or three-dimensional form and fitted with
braille. The information shown is not as detailed as the conventional map, but it needs generalized process for readable
by fingertips rather than eyes. This paper will examine how far the generalization is needed to achieve the readable and
understandable for blind people. The method used map generalization by simplification or smoothing, exaggerating,
shifting, merging, selecting and eliminating of data so that maps and symbols to discern by touch, and then tested of
legibility to blind persons. In this study have been tested legibility in 3 locations i.e Aceh Besar, Kupang and
Temanggung. Test was conducted on September - November 2017. The result of the readability test is 75% accepted. It
means that most of symbols, legends and visualization of this map can be read and understood by people with visual
impairment, so the map can be continued to be produced as final Tactile Map. This map is one of Geospatial Information
Agency product to support for achieving SDGs in Indonesia.
Keywords: Indonesia tactile map, geospatial information, map generalization, visual impairment, SDGs, inclusive
education

BACKGROUND
Indonesia is one of the UN countries that play an active role in achieving the Sustainable Development goals (SDGs)
according to the transforming our world documents. One of the seriousness of Indonesia is the formulation of Presidential
Regulation No. 59/2017 on the Implementation of the Achievement of Sustainable Development Goals that are
harmonized with the National Long-Term Development Plan and the National Medium-Term Development Plan. One of
the four pillars proclaimed in the National Action Plan (RAN TPB) is social development pillar that has five objectives ie
poverty alleviation, ending hunger, promoting healthy living and supporting welfare for all, quality education and gender
equality. The 4th pillar of quality education is decent education and inclusion and encourages lifelong learning for all.
Targets by 2030 include eliminating gender disparities in education, ensuring equal access to all levels of education, as
well as for vulnerable people including disabled, building and improving child-friendly education facilities,
disability-friendly and gender, and providing a safe learning environment, anti-violence, inclusive and effective for all.
"No One Left Behind" a jargon that upheld SDGs is a representation of the guarantee that none of the community groups
are left behind.
Geospatial Information Agency (GIA) of Indonesia is a non-ministerial government institution having authority in the
field of geospatial information. In the achievement of these SDGs, GIA can contribute to the provision of facilities while
providing introduction and knowledge related to geospatial information for persons with visual impairment by using the
Tactile Map. Of the 3.75 million number of people with visual impairment in Indonesia or 1.5% of Indonesia's population,
not many have access to education, especially access to geospatial knowledge and information. Whereas according to
Law No. 8 of 2016 on Persons with Disabilities it is stated that Persons with Disabilities should have equal opportunity in
developing themselves through self-reliance as dignified human beings, including ensuring the fulfillment of the rights of
Persons with Disabilities in all aspects of life such as education, health, employment, politics and government, culture and
tourism, and utilization of technology, information, and communication.
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Indonesia tactile map is a map with an elevated/raised symbol that is read by touched (BSN, 2006) (Rahardjo, N., and
Hardoyo, SR., 2005). The Indonesia tactile map is constructed on a plastic tacon sheet, which is used to present spatial
information, in an embossed or three-dimensional form and fitted with Braille. Three-dimensional tactile maps can
improve efficiency and be more easily understood (Gual, J., et al., 2014). This map was tailor-made for blind people or
have impaired vision, obstacles or abnormalities in vision function in such a way, so to be able to grow or run its life
function in an optimal need special service. Blind people are people with visual impairment, both heavy and light (BSN,
2006). People with visual impairment are physically disabled so they cannot use their eyesight completely, either totally
or not totally blind, so that they have difficulties to perform as normal people do, and in the end often result in difficulty
obtaining decent work. What kind of tactual maps can be read and easily understood by people with visual impairment?
Therefore, a study of map generalization technique is needed on this tactile map. Generalization techniques has
in the preparation of conventional maps but it was different if applicable to the tactile Map, therefore it is necessary to
examine the election of appropriate generalizations technique on the tactile map.

DATA AND MATERIALS
The data used for making Indonesia Tactile Map were the base map (Indonesian topography map), and some thematic
maps that fit with the theme.
The materials used for the creating of Tactile map was the stable medium and not easily damaged by water, after some
test run then the appropriate material as a tactual map media was a plastic tacon sheet. While the materials used for
making master’s map were cardboard, beads, yarn and glue.

METHOD
The method used in this study was the selection of map generalization techniques based on map readability through the
sense of touch.

1.

Map Generalization

In most mapmakers, generalization means simplifying or deleting unnecessary details. According to Kulik L, et al.
(2005) is not only limited to that, generalization is the process of evaluation, selection, and emphasis. Generalization is
the selection and simplification in the presentation of elements on the map tailored to the scale and purpose of making
the map. Generalization is needed to solve spatial problems between objects cartographically (Wilson, 2003). The
generalization on the tactual map refers to the generalization of the conventional map but has modified in such a way
that the elements / symbols can be read well by the blind people and eliminates the risk of overlapping adjacent objects
common to linear objects with high density and proximity (Gold, C et al., 2001). People with vision impaired are not
able to read congested or crowded maps. Generalizations on Tactile maps consist of simplification or smoothing,
exaggerating, shifting / displacement, merging, selecting and eliminating. Tactile maps do not base on color differences,
not too dense information by reducing complexity while retaining object characteristics, symbol size and shortest
distance between symbols at least 2 millimeters (BSN, 2016), as well as maps equipped with Braille letters. Based on
some sources it states the smallest distance that can be detected by the touch senses in the range of 0.87 to 2.81 mm
(Jehoel, S., et al, 2006). Based on the standards of the National Mapping Council of Australia (1985) the minimum
distance is 3 millimeters, while based on National Standard of Indonesia (SNI 8310-1: 2016) is 2 millimeters.

2.

Legibility test

Draft of Tactile Maps need to be tested legibility or readability to ensure that the elements and symbols created can be
read well by people with visual impairment. The variable of readability level test adopts the tactile variable which has
been developed by Bertin, Vasconcellos, and Grifin followed by Dinar et. al. (2005) have found six tactual variables
consisting of volume, size, texture, shape, orientation, and profile / altitude, but not all tactile variable used in this test.
Participants were asked about 30 questions related to the symbol, size and location of the toponym, etc. In 2017, test
legibility was conducted in three locations of special school for person with visual impairment ie Aceh Besar - Aceh
Province, Kupang - NTT Province and Temanggung – Central Java Province, with 35 participants in each location.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.

Result of Map Generalization

In accordance with Indonesian National Standard that Tactile maps are made on A4 (21 x 29.7 cm) or A3 (29.7 x 42 cm)
media. In producing maps with smaller scale than the original is required generalization and changing the map design
tailored to the needs. Creating maps on a smaller scale from the source can shows graphical conflicts, such as too small
object to see or too close to one another to be distinguished (Wilson, 2003). Generalization of the Tactile Map in
principle reduces the complexity of information tailored to the sensitivity level of the persons with visual impairment
for identifying information on the map. Although causing a reduction of information, in generalizing it should pay
attention to several important points, namely generalization retaining the essence of the original map contents, the
general characteristics of the original map, and the aesthetics of the map. The selection of generalization types refers to
the intent and purpose of the map, the characteristics of a mapped area, the consistency of the treatment, and the space
availability of the map. The types of generalizations undertaken in this study consist of simplification or refinement,
magnification, shifting, merging, selecting, and eliminating. Based on the results of legibility test conducted in Special
School of visual impairment, found some technical problems Tactile map generalization, especially in the presentation
of symbol that coincides with other types of symbols. Therefore, the generalization of technical necessity required how
to describe the symbol that coincide on the tactile map. To facilitate generalization techniques are grouped by symbol
type. Here are some examples of problems that occur and how to describe the results of generalization on tactile map,
namely:
1.

Generalization for point symbols coincide with other point symbols
Case 1:
On the conventional map found a symbol of the provincial capital as well as the capital of the district / city.
Solution:
On the Tactile map the generalization applied used the merging principle, ie the symbol of the provincial
capital combined with the symbol of the capital of the district / city by simply describing the symbol of the
provincial capital alone, while the symbol of the district capital is not depicted in the Tactile map (if there is a
similar case, the administrative symbol selected is the highest administrative level)
Case 2:
On the conventional map there were many adjacent mountain symbols
Solution:
If there were many adjacent mountains, the generalization on tactile map applied selection principle based on
the height of the mountain. The highest mountains were displayed while the lower mountains were not
displayed in map. In this case, it was sometimes necessary to shift so some mountains do not coincide position.
If there were many adjacent mountains, and between these mountains there are volcanoes and non-volcanoes,
the volcanoes should be selected.

Figure 1. Bandung is capital of West Jawa Province as well as capital of Bandung Regency, in Tactile Map presented as
Capital of Province symbol
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2.

Generalization for point symbols coincide with line symbols
Case1:
On the conventional map found the point symbol meet or coincide with the line symbol such as the mountain /
capital district / city adjacent or coincide to the administrative boundary / river / equator and so on.
Solution:
The depiction on the tactual map used the generalization technique by shifting the symbol of the mountain /
capital district / city so this symbol not cutting the administrative boundary / river / equator and so on. The
shift of the point symbol must maintain the spatial configuration of the shifted objects.

Picture 2. Placement of city symbols of river line symbols / administrative boundaries / equatorial lines (left-before
generalization and right - after generalization)
3.

Generalization for point symbols coincide with area symbols
Case 1:
On the conventional map found a point symbol coincide with the area symbol, this case was encountered in the
capital district / city located on a small island (the island smaller than the size of the city symbol).
Solution 1:
In such a case, generalizations can be applied with the principle of magnification of the island's size so that the
capital / city symbol can be depicted on the island.
If the enlargement affects to its island / land surrounding, the generalization applied the principle of removal
and / or displacement of other islands around it. This generalization case also applied to other types of symbols,
such as airports and seaports.
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Picture 3. Placement of point symbols on small area (left-before generalization and right - after generalization)
4.

Generalization for line symbols coincide with other line symbols
Case 1:
On the conventional map found the river symbol coinciding with the administrative boundary symbol.
Sometimes the river symbol was also an administrative boundary.
Solution:
The depiction on the tactual map applied generalization by shifting the river symbol so that the river is placed
parallel to and intersect with administrative boundaries, with keep the distance of readability by the blind. The
relative position of the river against the administrative boundary follows the upstream direction of the river.

Picture 4. The depiction of administrative boundary symbols shifted from river symbols (left - before generalization and
right - after Generalization)
5.

Generalization for area symbols coincide with other area symbols
Case 1:
On a conventional map, the representation of the area symbol meet with other area symbols can be described
easily, for example in areas with many deltas seen complex due to many small areas with irregular shapes.
Solution:
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The depiction on the tactual map for this case can be applied the principle of merging / simplification / removal /
shifting with keeping to the delta spatial configuration. Some deltas can be merged into one delta or merged with
mainland islands. While some other delta can be removed. The shoreline of Delta generalization results need to
simplified so that it can be understood well through fingertips.

Picture 5. The representation of the area symbol generalization when adjacent to another area symbol (left - delta before
generalization and right – delta after generalization)

2.

Results of Legibility Test

The result of legibility test of draft Tactual maps, can be read and understood by people with visual impairment, the
average result more than 75%. Based on the result of the readability test, the draft of the tactual map will be improved
on the presentation of symbols and maps that are considered less communicative, after which the draft map was
continued to final Tactile map. This map ready to be socialized and studied by people with visually impairment in
various parts of Indonesia. In general, participants have never read Tactile Maps, so the instructor should explain how to
read this tactile map. In addition to reading maps, instructors also provide simple information related to the Indonesia
Territory including administration boundary, geography, demography, natural resources and other important themes
such as tourist sites, transportation, mountains and rivers etc. The participants enthusiastically participated in the
socialization and many asked questions, suggestions and opinions. Before socialization of tactile map was conducted,
the participants do not know what it was a map, how the shape of islands in Indonesia, how the island distribution, how
it compares to the size and position between the islands, how the distances one place compare to another, what was the
equator, and much more information related geospatial. With learning geospatial through Tactile Maps with Braille
letters, geospatial information goes towards people with visual impairments. After read the tactile map, now they know
how large NKRI territory, place where their living, the island configuration, distance from one place to another, and
some other spatial information. It was also teaching the understanding of the territorial integrity of the country and is
expected knowing its territory, will arise the spirit of love and sense of belonging to our country. After that with
increasing knowledge and spatial understanding is expected to be more confident, so as to improve the quality of their
daily lives.

Picture 6. Photo during legibility test in Kupang, NTT Province
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CONCLUSION
To obtain a quality Tactile Map, the selection of generalization methods is important because it will affect to the
reader's understanding of the geospatial information through fingertips and conduct readability test at special schools as
have done in this study.
By reading proven Tactile Maps can improve the spatial understanding of persons with visual impairment. We believe
by the increasing spatial understanding will affect increasing the love of country, self-confidence, and improving the
quality of their life.
The Tactile map developed by Geospatial Information Agency is one of the forms of supporting from government
sector in achieving SDGs in Indonesia.
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